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Introduction

According to Arthur Kurzweil: “For the Jewish people, our
royal families have been those of the illustrious rabbis.”[1]  If
that is true, then the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage is
foremost among these noble families.  For centuries, Jewish
men and women have sought to connect themselves and
their descendants to this renowned family, either through
marriage, or by paper trail.  Now, thanks to recent advances
in genetic genealogy, this may be possible to do for many more individuals of Jewish
descent than ever before.

The Katzenellenbogen rabbinic lineage, which descends from Rabbi Meir ben (son of)
Rabbi Isaac Katzenellenbogen, better known as the Maharam of Padua (c. 1482–1565), is a
venerable family with many tens of thousands of descendants widely dispersed
throughout Eastern and Central Europe, as well as Israel and the United States.[2]  The
family derived its name from the locality of Katzenelnbogen in the Prussian province of
Hesse-Nassau, now Germany.[3] [4]
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The Katzenellenbogen lineage produced a long line of distinguished rabbis and notable
personalities over the centuries and is tightly interwoven with many of the most renowned
Ashkenazi rabbinic families of Europe.  The family was widely dispersed, but its unity was
maintained through meticulously kept family records.  Thanks to the genealogical
research efforts of our co-author, Dr. Neil Rosenstein, in locating, translating, and
compiling the abundant source material in his book, The Unbroken Chain, the genealogical
information on the Katzenellenbogen lineage is extensive and highly accessible.[5]

The Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage is a particularly noteworthy lineage from a
genealogical research perspective, due to its many marriage connections to other iconic
rabbinical lineages and dynasties throughout Europe and the Russian Empire, its large
number of descendants, and its well-documented paper trail.[6] [7]  Members of the family
intermarried with other prominent Jewish families and produced many notable rabbis. 
Such was the fame of the Katzenellenbogen family that men who married
Katzenellenbogen women typically adopted their wives’ family surname[8] (see the
Appendix for additional information regarding the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage).

Thanks to the numerous published genealogies of the Katzenellenbogen family in
rabbinical sources, family trees, and yichus letters, genealogists have reached a consensus
regarding the authenticity and validity of the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage.[9] [10]

The ancestral links and connections from Rashi to Rabbi Meir Katzenellenbogen are
summarized in Figure 1.[11]  Figures 2 and 3 take a closer look at Rabbi Meir
Katzenellenbogen’s paternal descendants, from 1482 to the present.  The ancestral links
and connections summarized in Figures 1, 2, and 3 below will assist descendants of the
Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage in tracing their ancestry.

FIGURE 1:   DESCENT OF THE KATZENELLENBOGEN RABBINICAL
LINEAGE FROM RASHI

 

FIGURE 2:  THE KATZENELLENBOGEN RABBINICAL LINEAGE,
DESCENDING FROM RABBI MEIR KATZENELLENBOGEN

FIGURE 3:  THE KATZENELLENBOGEN RABBINICAL LINEAGE,
DESCENDING FROM RABBI MOSES KATZENELLENBOGEN

 

Identifying Pedigreed Descendants of the Katzenellenbogen Rabbinical Lineage
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Genetic tests, including Y-DNA tests, are not an easy substitute for traditional
genealogical research, and a substantial knowledge of the genealogical background is
required before Y-DNA tests can make a significant contribution.[12]
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The Katzenellenbogen lineage extends over five centuries, but lines with living paternal
descendants, descending solely from father-to-son, are rare, and locating and testing them
presents unique genealogical challenges.  Extensive genealogical research of the
Katzenellenbogen family conducted by Dr. Neil Rosenstein, culminating in the
publication of The Unbroken Chain,[13] laid the necessary groundwork for identification of
living descendants for this Y-DNA study.

From the hundreds of lineages documented in his book, Dr. Rosenstein selected seven
candidate paternal lines for which he had preliminary information linking them to living
descendants: Ellenbogen, Green, Katzenellenbogen, Leiner, Mintz, Riesser, and Selwyn. 
An eighth candidate line, for Kellen, was discovered through additional genealogical
research conducted by study authors Paull and Briskman.

Unfortunately, living descendants could not be located for the Green, Leiner, or Riesser
paternal lines, and the sole living descendant of the only paternal line that still bears the
Katzenellenbogen surname, declined to take a Y-DNA test.  This left the research team
with four viable candidate lineages for Y-DNA testing, represented by the Ellenbogen,
Kellen, Mintz, and Selwyn lines.

Dr. Richard Ellenbogen (b. 1943) represents the Ellenbogen paternal line, which descends
from Saul Wahl Katzenellenbogen (c. 1541 – 1617) through his son, Rabbi Meir
Katzenellenbogen (c. 1565 – 1630).  Rabbi Meir’s grandson was Rabbi Saul
Katzenellenbogen (1617 – 1691), and Rabbi Saul’s son was Moses Katzenellenbogen (1670
– 1733).  Richard Ellenbogen is descended from Moses Katzenellenbogen through Moses’
son Rabbi Naftali Hirsch Katzenellenbogen (d. 1800) and his son Meir Katzenellenbogen
(b. circa 1725).

Brian Keith Selwyn (b. 1960) represents the Selwyn paternal line, which descends from
Saul Wahl Katzenellenbogen (c. 1541 – 1617) through the same lineage as Richard
Ellenbogen, but through a different son of Rabbi Naftali Hirsch Katzenellenbogen, Moses
Aryeh Mannheimer (b. 1750).

David Kellen (b. 1953) represents the Kellen paternal line, which descends from Saul
Wahl Katzenellenbogen (c. 1541 – 1617) through the same lineage as Richard Ellenbogen,
but through a different grandson of R. Meir Katzenellenbogen (1565 – 1630), R. Meir
Katzenellenbogen (born after 1630), and named after his grandfather.[14]  The paternal
lines of descent for these three verified Katzenellenbogen descendants are presented in
Figures 2 and 3, and are summarized in Table 1.[15]

A descendant representing the Mintz paternal line that descends from Saul Wahl
Katzenellenbogen through his grandson, Rabbi Nachum Katzenellenbogen, ABD of
Slutsk, was also located.[16]  However, several sources mention Rabbi Nachum of Slutsk as
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either the son or the son-in-law of Saul Wahl’s son Meir,[17] [18] and based on genealogical
research conducted since his original publication of The Unbroken Chain, in 1990, Dr.
Rosenstein believes him to be a maternal descendant.[19]  Due to this uncertainty, the
Mintz descendant was not included in Table 1.

 TABLE 1:  Paternal Line of Descent for Pedigreed Descendants of the
Katzenellenbogen Rabbinical Lineage

 

In addition to the three pedigreed Katzenellenbogen paternal descendants, the authors
located two additional descendants having an oral history of descent from the
Katzenellenbogen lineage: Graham De Vahl Davis (b. 1931), and Viktor Katsenelenbogen
(b. 1936).

Graham De Vahl Davis’s paternal ancestor Woolf Davis (1828 – 1902) was born as Zeev
Katzenellenbogen, in Poland.  In addition to having the Katzenellenbogen surname, the
family has an oral history of descent from the Katzenellenbogen lineage.[20]

Viktor Katsenelenbogen’s grandfather was Abel Katsenelenbogen (c. 1870 – 1941).  Abel’s
father was the main rabbi of a synagogue in Bucharest, Romania.  According to family oral
history, the family originated in Spain, from where they immigrated to Germany.[21]  The
family had an oral history of descent from a “famous rabbinical line.”

Methods

The Y-DNA tests were conducted by Family Tree DNA (FTDNA) of Houston, Texas.  The
standard DNA Y-chromosome segment (DYS) markers, also referred to in genetic testing
as short-tandem repeat or STR markers, for the three pedigreed Katzenellenbogen
paternal descendants, three partially documented descendants, and nine newly-identified
genetic matches of the pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants, are presented in Tables 2,
3, and 4.

The value of testing Y-DNA STR markers comes from creating a Y-DNA signature
(haplotype) with them and comparing that Y-DNA signature to others in a database.  They
are useful for genetic genealogy because a unique Y-DNA signature distinguishes one
paternal lineage from another. They can then be used in conjunction with Family Tree
DNA’s Y-DNA comparative database to discover genealogical connections or historic
ancestry.[22]

Y-DNA mutates very slowly, and passes down from father-to-son without recombination,
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except for the rare mutations that occur along the hereditary line, which is why the Y-DNA
genetic signature of a male descendant represents that of his entire paternal lineage.[23] 
For the purpose of Y-DNA testing, it is essential that all descendants of the studied lineage
are son-after-son.  If there is even one maternal ancestor interposed in the lineage, the Y-
DNA results of the descendants will not reflect the Y-DNA genetic signature of their
common paternal ancestor.

In order to establish the Y-DNA genetic signature of a particular common paternal
ancestor, the Y-DNA of descendants of that paternal ancestor must genetically match one



another.  Ideally, these descendants should be from at least two different sons of that
common ancestor, with each descendant representing a different cousinly paternal line. 
Matching Y-DNA results from three or more different paternal lines provides additional
confirmation and validation of the Y-DNA genetic signature.

Y-DNA tests of the three pedigreed Katzenellenbogen paternal descendants were reported
at the 67 STR marker level.  Y-DNA tests of partially documented paternal descendants
were initially reported at the 37 STR marker level.  If their allele values were found to
match those of pedigreed descendants, their Y-DNA tests were upgraded to 67 STR
markers.

Four Jewish genetic matches and five Iberian genetic matches to the pedigreed
Katzenellenbogen descendants were identified from their genetic match lists, and they
accepted invitations to join our FTDNA Katzenellenbogen Y-DNA project.  All were listed
as close genetic matches to the pedigreed descendants; each had a minimum of Y-DNA 67
STR markers tested, and most also had additional single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
genotyping to further refine their initial haplogroup classification.[24]

Y-DNA Test Results

Table 2 presents the Y-DNA test results for both pedigreed and partially documented
Katzenellenbogen paternal descendants.  The three Katzenellenbogen descendants for
whom there are complete paper trails which clearly and explicitly document paternal
pedigree are: Richard Ellenbogen, David Kellen, and Brian Selwyn.  All three pedigreed
Katzenellenbogen descendants agreed to take a Y-DNA test.

Table 2 also presents the Y-DNA test results for the three Katzenellenbogen descendants
for which the evidence of paternal pedigree is equivocal, due to either incomplete paper
trails, ambiguities in their paternal pedigree, or the absence of archival records. These
three descendants include Viktor Katsenelenbogen, Graham de Vahl Davis, and the Mintz
descendant.

The Y-DNA results showed a very close genetic match between all three of the pedigreed
Katzenellenbogen descendants, Richard Ellenbogen, David Kellen, and Brian Selwyn. 
They matched one another on 66/67 STR markers.  Each of them had one non-matching
allele value, representing a possible mutation out of the 67 STR marker locations tested.
 The 64 of 67 STR markers at which the three pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants’
allele values identically match represent ancestral values.

With only three pedigreed descendants, it is not possible to determine whether the single
non-matching allele value represents a mutation or an ancestral value; hence, these



idiosyncratic allele values are considered as “possible ancestral allele values” (indicated by
the green shaded cells in Table 2).

A Y-DNA SNP test identified all three pedigreed descendants as belonging to the J-M267
haplogroup, of which the terminal J-L823 SNP is a subclade (see Discussion of the J-M267 /
J-L823 Haplogroup). This haplogroup designation, together with the Y-DNA 67 STR
marker allele values (haplotype), comprises the genetic signature for the Katzenellenbogen
rabbinical lineage.[25]

The Y-DNA test results also showed a genetic match between Viktor Katsenelenbogen and
the three pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants.  He was a 60/67 marker match to
Richard Ellenbogen, David Kellen, and Brian Selwyn.  His seven non-matching allele
values represent probable allele mutations (indicated by the blue shaded cells in Table 2).
Viktor also belongs to the same J-L823 subclade of the J-M267 haplogroup as do all three
pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants.

These results, coupled with his surname, and his family’s oral history of rabbinical descent,
[26] indicate that Viktor Katsenelenbogen is most likely a descendant of the
Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage, although it is also possible that his common ancestor
predates the progenitor of the rabbinical line (see Time-to-Most Recent Common Ancestor
Predictions).

TABLE 2:  Y-DNA Test Results for Descendants of the Katzenellenbogen
Rabbinical Lineage

In contrast to these matching Y-DNA results, Graham de Vahl Davis matched the three
pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants on only 10 of 37 STR marker locations, and he
belongs to a completely different (R-M269) haplogroup.  The descendant from the Mintz
line also matched the other three pedigreed descendants on only 10 of 37 STR marker
locations, and he, too, belongs to a completely different (E-M2) haplogroup.

These widely disparate Y-DNA results effectively rule out paternal descent from the
Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage for these two individuals.  In the case of the Mintz
line, these results were anticipated, since, as previously discussed, their descent from the
Katzenellenbogen lineage was suspected of passing through a maternal Katzenellenbogen
ancestor, Rabbi Nachum of Slutsk.  In the case of the de Vahl Davis line, it is difficult to
know where the disruption in the paternal lineage occurred, as the lineage is only partially
documented.  It is quite possible that the de Vahl Davis line, like the Mintz line, passes
through a maternal Katzenellenbogen ancestor.

Nine newly-discovered Y-DNA genetic matches were identified from the genetic match
lists of the pedigreed Katzenellenbogen paternal descendants.  They fell into two different



groups consisting of four Jewish, and five Iberian genetic matches.

Table 3 presents the Y-DNA STR marker results for the four newly-identified Jewish
Katzenellenbogen genetic matches (KGMs) to the pedigreed Katzenellenbogen paternal
descendants.  The closeness of their Y-DNA genetic match varied from 63 of 67 allele
values for Richard Dahl and Samuel Gelfand, and 64 of 67 allele values for Bennett



Greenspan, to 65 of 67 allele values for Marvin Zaveloff.  They also belong to the same J-
L823 subclade of the J-M267 haplogroup.

An interesting aspect of the Y-DNA results for the newly-identified Jewish KGMs, is that
all four of them displayed the same differences from the pedigreed Katzenellenbogen
descendants’ ancestral allele values at the same two STR marker locations (DYS388 and
DYS576), signifying that probable mutations had occurred in their line at these two
marker locations (denoted by the blue shaded cells in Table 2).

At three other marker locations (DYS570, DYS557, and DYS534), the Jewish KGMs shared
matching allele values with either one or two of the three pedigreed Katzenellenbogen
descendants.  These allele values (denoted by the green shaded cells in Table 2) may
represent mutations, but they may also represent ancestral allele values; additional
research will be need to distinguish between these two possibilities.  Two of the newly-
identified Jewish KGMs also displayed a probable mutation at marker location DYS446.

TABLE 3:  Comparison of Y-DNA67 Results between Pedigreed
Katzenellenbogen Paternal Descendants and Newly-Identified Jewish Genetic
Matches

Table 4 presents the Y-DNA STR marker results for five Iberian Katzenellenbogen genetic
matches (KGMs) to the verified Katzenellenbogen paternal descendants.[27]  They were
identified based upon their appearance on the genetic match list of all three pedigreed
Katzenellenbogen descendants.  All five belong to the J-M267 haplogroup; two have had
additional SNP testing, and belong to the J-L823 subclade of the J-M267 haplogroup.

The closeness of the Iberian KGMs genetic match to the haplotype[28] of the three
pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants varied from 61 of 67 allele values for Gilbert
Marquez, 62 of 67 allele values for Xico Garcia and Manuel Tenorio, and 63 of 67 allele
values for Rodolfo Echeverria Dominguez and Eddy Romero.

An interesting aspect of the Y-DNA results for the newly-identified Iberian KGMs is that
several of their mutations were identical to those of the newly-identified Jewish KGMs.  In
particular, all five Iberian KGMs displayed the same mutation at STR marker location
DYS388 and four of them displayed the same mutation at DYS576.  In addition, all five
Iberian KGMs displayed a mutation at STR marker location DYS444.

All five newly-identified Iberian KGMs were initially classified as belonging to the J-M267
haplogroup, as were the three pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants.  They have since
been reclassified as belonging to either the J-YSC0000076 or the J-L823 subclade of the J-
M267 haplogroup based upon the results of additional SNP testing.[29]



The fact that these five Iberian KGMs’ haplotype so closely matches the haplotype of the
three pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants, taken together with the fact that a
significant number of other individuals of Iberian descent are also present on the
Katzenellenbogen pedigreed descendants’ genetic match lists, raises the distinct
possibility that the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage has a Sephardic ethnic origin.[30]
 This possibility is also consistent with known Sephardic migration patterns[31] (see DNA
Evidence of Sephardic Descent).



TABLE 4:  Comparison of Y-DNA67 Results between Pedigreed
Katzenellenbogen Paternal Descendants and Newly-Identified Iberian Genetic
Matches

Time-to-Most Recent Common Ancestor (TMRCA) Predictions



FTDNA’s time predictor (TiP®) model was used to predict the time-to-most recent
common ancestor (TMRCA) probabilities for the three pedigreed Katzenellenbogen
descendants, Richard Ellenbogen, David Kellen, and Brian Selwyn, as well as for nine of
their genetic matches, including Viktor Katsenelenbogen, the four newly-identified
Jewish Katzenellenbogen genetic matches, and four of five newly-identified Iberian
Katzenellenbogen genetic matches.[32]

Pedigreed Katzenellenbogen Descendants

In comparing Y-DNA67 marker results, for the purpose of estimating the probability of
the TMRCA, each pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendant was compared to the other two
pedigreed descendants.  These probability predictions are presented numerically in Table 5
and graphically in Figure 4.

Table 5:  Time-to-Most Recent Common Ancestor (TMRCA) Predictions for
Pedigreed Paternal Descendants of the Katzenellenbogen Rabbinic Lineage

Richard Ellenbogen’s and David Kellen’s most recent common ancestor (MRCA), Rabbi
Moses Katzenellenbogen (1589 – 1643), preceded them in the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical
lineage by eleven generations (see Table 1). The actual probability of the MRCA living
within eleven generations is therefore 100 percent.  FTDNA’s time predictor (TiP®) model
predicts a 95.8 percent chance of their MRCA living within eleven generations (see Table
5).  With a margin of error of only 4.2 percent (100% – 95.8% = 4.2%), this TMRCA
prediction is highly accurate.

David Kellen’s and Brian Selwyn’s MRCA, also Rabbi Moses Katzenellenbogen, preceded
David in the lineage by eleven generations, and Brian by ten generations.  FTDNA’s time
predictor model predicts a 93.0 percent chance of their most recent common ancestor
living within ten generations, and a 95.3 percent chance of their MRCA living within
eleven generations.  With a margin of error of between 4.7 – 7.0 percent, this TMRCA
prediction is also highly accurate.

Richard Ellenbogen’s and Brian Selwyn’s MRCA, Rabbi Naftali Hirsch (d. 1800), preceded
Richard in the lineage by eight generations, and Brian by seven generations.  FTDNA’s
time predictor (TiP®) model predicts a 78.5 percent chance of their most recent common
ancestor living within seven generations, and an 85.0 percent chance of their MRCA living
within eight generations.  The time predictor model overestimates the actual TMRCA by
15 – 21.5 percent, which is still reasonably accurate, especially for a lineage of this age. 
Overestimation of the TMRCA in the range of between 5 – 50 percent has been typically
reported in previous Y-DNA studies of rabbinical lineages.[33] [34] [35]

Figure 4:  Mean Probability of the Common Ancestor Living within a Specified



Number of Generations for Pedigreed Paternal Descendants of the
Katzenellenbogen Rabbinic Lineage

Katzenellenbogen Descendant of Unknown Pedigree              

Viktor Katsenelenbogen represents an intriguing case.  Although he does not have a
documented pedigree, his paternal lineage possesses the Katzenellenbogen surname, and
he genetically matches all three pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants.  His Y-DNA
allele values match those of Richard Ellenbogen and Brian Selwyn at 59 of 67 STR marker
locations, and match those of David Kellen at 60 of 67 STR marker locations (see Table 2). 
Viktor also belongs to the same J-L823 haplogroup.

Although he shares the Katzenellenbogen surname with the pedigreed Katzenellenbogen
descendants, and he undoubtedly shares a common paternal ancestor with them, his
relatively high number of allele mutations raises a question as to whether his most recent



common ancestor precedes or succeeds the founder of the rabbinic line, Rabbi Meir
Katzenellenbogen (b. 1482).

FTDNA’s time predictor (TiP) model predicts a 35 – 60 percent chance (mean = 43.4%) of
Viktor Katsenelenbogen’s MRCA with the three pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants
living within the past twelve generations; a 49 – 82 percent chance (mean = 65.2%) of him
living within the past sixteen generations, and a 60 – 93 percent chance (mean = 79.5%) of
him living within the past twenty generations (see Figure 5).

Based on the fact that the TiP model has been found to overestimate the TMRCA by 4.2 –
22.5 percent in this study, and by as much as 50 percent in other Y-DNA studies of
rabbinical lineages,[36] and the fact that Viktor Katsenelenbogen and his known ancestors
bear the Katzenellenbogen surname, there is a reasonable chance (49% – 82%) that the
common ancestor who unites Viktor Katsenelenbogen with the Katzenellenbogen
rabbinical lineage lived within the past sixteen generations, sometime after the founding
of the lineage in 1482.

However, it is also quite possible (18% – 51% chance) that the common ancestor who unites
Viktor Katsenelenbogen with the Katzenellenbogen lineage lived more than sixteen
generations ago, prior to the founding of the rabbinical line, and long before the era of
mandated Jewish surnames.  If so, what would explain his family having the
Katsenelenbogen surname?



There are several possibilities for how this may have occurred.  One possibility is that a
common male ancestor who lived prior to the founding of the rabbinical lineage had
several sons.  Rabbi Meir Katzenellenbogen (b. 1482), who founded the rabbinical line,
descended from one of these sons (Rabbi Isaac), and a non-rabbinical Jewish line descended
from a different one of these sons.[37]  At some point, one of the descendants of the non-
rabbinical line married his cousin – a woman from the rabbinical line – and adopted her
Katzenellenbogen surname.

The authors have previously encountered a similar example of this dual paternal and
maternal descent in their study of the Twersky Chassidic dynasty.[38] Another possibility
is that the Katzenellenbogen surname predates Meir Katzenellenbogen by several
generations and was passed down through the patrilineal line.  In this scenario, Viktor
Katsenelenbogen would not descend from Rabbi Meir Katzenellenbogen directly, but
rather from a cousinly Katzenellenbogen line.[39] [40] 

Figure 5:  Mean Probability of the Common Ancestor Living within a Specified
Number of Generations for Viktor Katsenelenbogen and Pedigreed Descendants
of the Katzenellenbogen Rabbinic Lineage

 

Newly-Identified Katzenellenbogen Genetic Matches of Jewish Descent



One of the most satisfying and potentially useful applications of the identification of the
Y-DNA genetic signature of a rabbinical lineage, is the identification of previously
unknown individuals who share a common paternal ancestor with that lineage, and who,
based upon when that common ancestor lived, may even be descendants of that lineage.

In regard to the four newly-discovered Jewish Katzenellenbogen genetic matches KGMs),
the closeness of the genetic match to the haplotype of the three pedigreed
Katzenellenbogen descendants varied from 63 of 67 allele values for Richard Dahl and
Samuel Gelfand, and 64 of 67 allele values for Bennett Greenspan, to 65 of 67 allele values
for Marvin Zaveloff (see Table 3).  Although none of the newly-identified Jewish KGMs
have the Katzenellenbogen surname, or an oral history of descent from the
Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage, all four match the haplotype of the three pedigreed
Katzenellenbogen descendants more closely than does Viktor Katsenelenbogen.

FTDNA’s time predictor model predicts between an 81.0 – 96.8 percent chance (mean =
87.5%) of the newly-identified Jewish KGMs’ MRCA with the pedigreed Katzenellenbogen
descendants living within the past twelve generations, and between a 94.5 – 99.4% chance
(mean = 96.6%) of the MRCA living within the past sixteen generations (Figure 6).[41] 
These probabilities are only slightly less than those calculated for the pedigreed
Katzenellenbogen descendants themselves (see Table 5).

Based upon the closeness of their genetic matches, as evidenced by the >95% mean
probability of their MRCA living within the past sixteen generations, and the accuracy of
the FTDNA time predictor model for predicting the TMRCA for the pedigreed
Katzenellenbogen descendants, it is reasonably likely that their MRCA lived within the
past sixteen generations, and that all four of these newly-identified Jewish KGMs descend
from the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage sometime after the founding of the lineage
in 1482.

Figure 6:  Mean Probability of the Common Ancestor Living within a Specified
Number of Generations for Pedigreed Katzenellenbogen Descendants and their
Newly-Identified Jewish Genetic Matches

Newly-Identified Katzenellenbogen Genetic Matches of Iberian Descent

One of the most intriguing findings of this study was the identification of a significant
percentage of previously unknown Katzenellenbogen genetic matches (KGMs) of Iberian
ethnicity.  As many as nineteen genetic matches with Iberian surnames representing five
distinct families – Carrasco, Echeverria, Marquez, Romero, and Tenorio – appeared on the
genetic match lists of pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants.

Members of these same five families, in addition to three others with Iberian surnames

 



(Chavez, Garcia, and Lopez) appeared on the genetic match lists of Viktor
Katsenelenbogen, and the newly-identified KGMs of Jewish descent.  Members of five of
these eight families (Echeverria, Garcia, Marquez, Romero, and Tenorio) accepted our
invitation to join our Katzenellenbogen Y-DNA project.  Of these five family surnames,
three of them (Garcia, Marquez, and Romero) are known converso surnames.[42]

Information collected regarding their oral histories, family trees, and DNA tests showed
all five of these individuals to possess both Iberian ancestry, and one or more markers of
Sephardic descent, including an oral history of having converso ancestry, and/or DNA
evidence of Jewish ancestry.[43]  This information is summarized as follows:

Rodolfo Echeverria Dominguez Sr.

Nearly all of his Y-DNA genetic matches who identify their ancestral origins reported
Ashkenazi as their ethnic ancestry.[44]  This was observed at all STR marker levels (12, 25,
37, 67, 111) and genetic distances.[45]  The reported ancestral origin of his closest Y-DNA
67-marker matches at genetic distances £ 2 are Spain, Lithuania, and Poland.  At a genetic
distance of 2, one of his 67-marker matches reported Spain as their ancestral origin, and
Anusim (Hebrew for converted Jews) as their ethnic ancestry.[46]  At a genetic distance of 1,
one of his 25-marker matches reported “Sephardic” as their ethnic ancestry.

He shares identical allele values with Eddy L. Romero at 64 of 67 Y-DNA STR marker
locations, with Manuel Tenorio at 63 of 67 marker locations, and with Xico Garcia and



Gilbert Marquez at 61 of 67 marker locations, indicating that he shares a common
paternal ancestor with other newly-identified genetic matches of Iberian descent, and of
likely converso ancestry.

The vast majority of his FTDNA Family Finder matches have Iberian surnames, the most
common being Echeverria, Ordines, and Torres.  However, some of his more distant
Family Finder matches have Jewish ancestral surnames (e.g.; Cohanim, Eichenberg,
Fischer, Leidel, Rosenbaum, Schneider, Schreiber). According to his FTDNA “My Origins”
autosomal DNA test, his ethnic makeup is 59% European, 24% New World, 6% East Asian,
3% Central/South Asian, 6% Middle Eastern, and 2% African, of which the latter two
components are consistent with being of Sephardic ethnic ancestry.

Xico Garcia

Nearly all of his Y-DNA genetic matches who identify their ancestral origins reported
Ashkenazi as their ethnic ancestry.  This was observed at all STR marker levels (12, 25, 37,
67, 111) and genetic distances.  The reported ancestral origin of his closest Y-DNA 67-
marker matches at genetic distances £ 3 is Belarus, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, and Spain. 
At a genetic distance of 4, one of his 37-marker matches reported Spain as their ancestral
origin, and Anusim as their ethnic ancestry. At a genetic distance of 2, one of his 25-marker
matches reported “Sephardic” as their ethnic ancestry.

He shares identical allele values with Eddy L. Romero on 62 of 67 STR marker locations,
and with Rodolfo Echeverria Dominguez Sr. and Manuel Tenorio at 61 of 67 marker
locations, indicating that he shares a common paternal ancestor with other newly-
identified genetic matches of Iberian descent, and of likely converso ancestry.

The vast majority of his FTDNA Family Finder matches have Iberian surnames, the most
common being Gonzales, Martinez, and Garcia.   According to his “My Origins” autosomal
DNA test, his ethnic makeup is 67% European, 19% New World, 7% East Asian, 6% Middle
Eastern, and 1% African, of which the latter two components may be indicative of
Sephardic ethnic ancestry.

Gilbert Marquez

Nearly all of his Y-DNA genetic matches who identify their ancestral origins reported
Ashkenazi as their ethnic ancestry.  This was observed at all STR marker levels (12, 25, 37,
67, 111) and genetic distances.  The reported ancestral origin of his closest Y-DNA 67-
marker matches (genetic distances £ 6) are Spain and Poland.  At a genetic distance of 4,
one of his 67-marker matches reported Spain as their ancestral origin, and Anusim as their
ethnic ancestry.  At a genetic distance of 2, one of his 25-marker matches reported
“Sephardic” as their ethnic ancestry.



Gilbert shares identical allele values with Rodolfo Echeverria Dominguez at 61 of 67 STR
marker locations, and with Eddy L. Romero at 60 of 67 marker locations, indicating that
he shares a common paternal ancestor with other newly-identified genetic matches of
Iberian descent, and of likely converso ancestry.  He did not take a Family Finder test, so his
“My Origins” autosomal DNA ethnic makeup was not reported.

Eddy L. Romero

Nearly all of his Y-DNA genetic matches who identify their ancestral origins reported
Ashkenazi as their ethnic ancestry.  This was observed at all STR marker levels (12, 25, 37,
67) and genetic distances. The reported ancestral origin of his closest Y-DNA 67-marker
matches (genetic distances £ 2) is Spain.  The reported ancestral origin of his Y-DNA 67-
marker matches at genetic distances ³ 2 is Spain, Poland, Belarus, Latvia, Germany,
Lithuania, Austria, Ukraine, and Bulgaria.  At a genetic distance of 5, one of his 67-marker
matches reported Spain as their ancestral origin, and Anusim as their ethnic ancestry.  At a
genetic distance of 7, one of his 67-marker matches reported “Sephardic” as their ethnic
ancestry.

He shares identical allele values with Manuel Tenorio at 66 of 67 STR marker locations,
with Rodolfo Echeverria Dominguez Sr. at 64 of 67 marker locations, with Xico Garcia at
62 of 67 marker locations, and with Gilbert Marquez at 60 of 67 marker locations,
indicating that he shares a common paternal ancestor with other newly-identified genetic
matches of Iberian descent, and of likely converso ancestry.

The vast majority of his FTDNA Family Finder matches have Iberian surnames, the most
common being Martinez, Garcia, and Trujillo.  However, many of his more distant Family
Finder matches have Jewish ancestral surnames (e.g.; Blumenthal, Cohen, Feldman,
Frankel, Goldberg, Rosenberg, Rubenstein, Shapero).  According to his “My Origins”
autosomal DNA test, his ethnic makeup is 62% European, 22% New World, 8% East Asian,
1% Central/South Asian, 2% Middle Eastern, and 3% African, of which the latter two
components may be indicative of Sephardic ethnic ancestry.

Manuel Tenorio

Nearly all of his Y-DNA genetic matches who identify their ancestral origins reported
Ashkenazi as their ethnic ancestry.  This was observed at all STR marker levels (12, 25, 37,
67) and genetic distances.  The reported ancestral origin of his closest Y-DNA 67-marker
matches (genetic distances £ 1) is Spain.  The reported ancestral origin of his Y-DNA 67-
marker matches at genetic distances ³ 1 is Spain, Lithuania, Poland, Belarus, Latvia,
Bulgaria, Germany, Austria, and Ukraine.



At a genetic distance of 4, one of his 67-marker matches reported Spain as their ancestral
origin, and Anusim as their ethnic ancestry.  At a genetic distance of 6, one of his 67-
marker matches reported “Sephardic” as their ethnic ancestry.

Manuel shares identical allele values with Eddy L. Romero at 66 of 67 STR marker
locations, and with Rodolfo Echeverria Dominguez Sr. at 63 of 67 marker locations,
indicating that he shares a common paternal ancestor with other newly-identified genetic
matches of Iberian descent, and of likely converso ancestry.  He did not take a Family
Finder test, so his “My Origins” autosomal DNA ethnic makeup was not reported, but he
does have an oral history of converso ancestry in his family.[47]

Relationship between Katzenellenbogen Genetic Matches of Jewish and Iberian
Ancestry

The distribution of Iberian KGMs on the match lists of Jewish KGMs at different Y-DNA
STR marker levels are shown in Table 6.  Overall, Iberian KGMs comprised between 8.3 –
29.0 percent of the Jewish KGMs’ match list, with a mean value of 20.3 percent.

Three data outliers were observed at the 12 STR marker level for the pedigreed
Katzenellenbogen descendants, where only one genetic match and twelve total matches
were reported.  This appears to be due to an anomaly in the FTDNA Y-DNA genetic match
reporting system.  After eliminating the three outliers, the range of Iberian KGM matches
was 15.0 – 29.0 percent, with a mean value of 21.6 percent.  Brian Selwyn had no genetic
matches reported at the 25 marker level.  This also appears to be due to an anomaly of the
FTDNA Y-DNA genetic match reporting system.

An interesting observation was that the newly-identified Iberian KGMs matched the
newly-identified Jewish KGMs more closely (i.e., at higher levels of Y-DNA markers tested,
and on more STR markers) than they did the pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants,
indicating that they shared a more recent common ancestor with them.  As previously
discussed, several of the Iberian KGMs’ allele values were identical to those of the newly-
identified Jewish KGMs.  In particular, they displayed the same two idiosyncratic allele
values at STR marker location DYS388 and DYS576 (see Tables 3 and 4).

FTDNA’s time predictor model predicts between a 41.4 – 81.2 percent chance (mean =
59.2%) of the four Iberian KGMs’ MRCA with pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants
living within the past twelve generations, and between a 69.6 – 94.6 percent chance (mean =
82.4%) of the MRCA living within the past 16 generations (Figure 7). [48] [49]

These TMRCA probabilities are approximately 14-to-26 percent less than those calculated
for the newly-identified Jewish KGMs (see Figure 6).  Based upon the closeness of their
genetic matches, as evidenced by the >80 percent mean probability of their MRCA living



within the past 16 generations, and the accuracy of the FTDNA time predictor model for
predicting the TMRCA for the pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants, it is reasonably
likely that the newly-identified Iberian KGMs’ most recent common ancestor in the
Katzenellenbogen lineage, like that of the newly-identified Jewish KGMs, also lived
sometime after the founding of the lineage in 1482 (see Summary and Conclusions).

Table 6:   Jewish-Iberian Genetic Match Rates among Katzenellenbogen
Descendants



Figure 7:   Mean Probability of the Common Ancestor Living within a
Specified Number of Generations for Pedigreed Katzenellenbogen Descendants
and their Newly-Identified Iberian Genetic Matches

 

Lines of Evidence of Sephardic Descent of the Katzenellenbogen Rabbinical
Lineage

Due, at least in part, to the German-derived surname of its founder, and to the fact that he
was appointed rabbi of an Ashkenazi synagogue, the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage
has always been considered as an iconic Ashkenazi rabbinical lineage.  In fact, according to
the Jewish Encyclopedia, the Katzenellenbogen surname is sometimes used in conjunction
with the Ashkenazi epithet.[50]  The results of this study, however, challenge this long-
held belief, and provide compelling evidence that the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage
is of Sephardic origin.

There are five main lines of evidence supporting the conclusion that the Katzenellenbogen
rabbinical lineage has a Sephardic origin.  These lines of evidence include: (1) An oral
history of converso ancestry among newly-identified Iberian KGMs; (2) DNA evidence of
converso ancestry among newly-identified Iberian KGMs; (3) An oral history of Sephardic
ancestry among both pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants and newly-identified
Jewish KGMs; (4) DNA evidence of Sephardic ancestry among newly-identified Jewish



KGMs, and (5) Y-DNA haplogroup evidence for both newly-identified Jewish and Iberian
KGMs.  Each of these lines of evidence is presented and briefly discussed below.

Oral History of Converso Ancestry among Iberian Katzenellenbogen Genetic
Matches

One of the five newly-identified Iberian Katzenellenbogen descendants, Manuel Tenorio,
has a history of converso ancestry in his family, reporting that his grandparents and great-
grandparents practiced their Jewish religion in secret.[51]  Mr. Tenorio is a close genetic
match to both Eddy L. Romero and Rodolfo Echeverria Dominguez, indicating that they
most likely share a common converso paternal ancestor.  Genealogical evidence from
research of the paper trail suggests that the Tenorio and Romero lines may be connected,
and that they may share a common paternal ancestor who lived during the early 1700s.[52]

DNA Evidence of Converso Ancestry among Iberian Katzenellenbogen Genetic
Matches

When descendants of a paternal lineage of Iberian or Jewish ethnicity take a Y-DNA test,
the overwhelming majority of their genetic matches are generally other individuals of
similar ethnicity.  If a significant number of genetic matches of Jewish ancestry appear on
the Y-DNA match lists of the descendants of a particular Iberian paternal lineage, this
provides an indication that one or more of the ancestors in the lineage were conversos, and
that the lineage may be of Sephardic origin.  The more distant the Jewish genetic matches
are, the further back in time the Iberian common ancestor is likely to be.

In this Y-DNA study, the five newly-identified Iberian KGMs were all found to have a
significant proportion of Jewish genetic matches on their Y-DNA match lists.  As
previously discussed, nearly all of their genetic matches who identified their ancestral
origins reported Ashkenazi as their ethnic ancestry.  This was observed at all STR marker
levels and genetic distances.  One of the genetic matches common to all five descendants
reported Spain as their ancestral origin, and Anusim (Hebrew for converted Jews) as their
ethnic ancestry.  Another genetic match common to all five descendants reported
“Sephardic” as their ethnic ancestry.

Three of the five Iberian descendants also took FTDNA’s Family Finder autosomal DNA
test.  Their ethnic admixture “My Origins” test showed significant Middle Eastern and
African components, which may be indicative of Sephardic ethnic ancestry.[53]  In
addition, many of their more distant Family Finder matches had Jewish ancestral
surnames.  Autosomal DNA research studies have demonstrated the persistence of
autosomal DNA segments in the Ashkenazi Jewish population, due to its endogamy,
resulting in the detection of many more distant matches than for non-Jewish populations.
[54] [55] [56]



Taken together, the Y-DNA and autosomal DNA data provides compelling supportive
evidence of a converso ancestry and Sephardic ancestral origin of the newly-identified
Iberian Katzenellenbogen genetic matches.

Oral History of Sephardic Ancestry among Jewish Katzenellenbogen
Descendants

One of the three pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants, Brian Selwyn, reported an oral
history of his family having Spanish or Sephardic ancestry.[57]  Brian is a close genetic
match to the two other pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants, Richard Ellenbogen and
David Kellen, and he shares known common paternal ancestors with them, indicating that
they most likely share a common Sephardic ancestry.  In addition, Viktor
Katsenelenbogen’s family also has an oral history of his paternal line having originated in
Spain,[58] as does newly-identified Jewish Katzenellenbogen descendant, Richard Dahl’s.
[59]

DNA Evidence of Sephardic Ancestry among Jewish Katzenellenbogen
Descendants

When descendants of a paternal lineage of Jewish or Iberian ethnicity take a Y-DNA test,
the overwhelming majority of their genetic matches are generally other individuals of
similar ethnicity.  If a significant number of genetic matches of Iberian or converso
ancestry appear on the Y-DNA match lists of the descendants of a particular Jewish
paternal lineage, this provides an indication that the lineage may be of Sephardic rather
than Ashkenazi origin.  The more distant the Iberian genetic matches are, the further back
in time the Sephardic common ancestor is likely to be.

In this Y-DNA study, the three pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants, as well as the
Katzenellenbogen descendant of uncertain pedigree, and the four newly-discovered Jewish
Katzenellenbogen descendants, were all found to have a significant proportion (mean of
20.3%) of converso genetic matches of Iberian ancestry on their Y-DNA match lists (see
Table 6).

Despite the three-generation difference between their respective common ancestors, the
three pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants have a similar percentage of converso
genetic matches of Iberian ancestry on their Y-DNA match lists.  Viktor Katsenelenbogen,
despite an uncertain pedigree, is likely to be a Katzenellenbogen paternal descendant on
the basis of his surname, oral history, and Y-DNA genetic signature.  He has a similar
percentage of converso genetic matches of Iberian descent on his Y-DNA match list, as do
the four newly-discovered Jewish Katzenellenbogen genetic matches.



These significant percentages of converso genetic matches of Iberian ancestry on the Y-
DNA match lists of all pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants and their Jewish KGMs
remained relatively constant, irrespective of geographic location, pedigree, and generation
of the common ancestor.  This points to a Sephardic ancestral origin of the
Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage.

Y-DNA Evidence of Sephardic Descent: The J-M267 / J-L823 Haplogroup

Essential to determining the unique Y-DNA genetic signature of a particular rabbinical
lineage is the terminal single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), which defines the
haplogroup to which descendants of the lineage belong.[60]

In addition to having a high percentage of standard Y-DNA markers or short-tandem
repeat (STR) allele values in common, another Y-DNA characteristic that all pedigreed
descendants of the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage and their newly-discovered
genetic matches share is that they were all initially classified as belonging to the J-M267
haplogroup.  Men from this lineage share a common paternal ancestor, which is defined by
the presence of the SNP mutation referred to as M267.

Y DNA haplogroup J-M267, also commonly known as haplogroup J1, is a subclade (branch)
of Y-DNA haplogroup J-P209, along with its sibling clade Y-DNA haplogroup J-M172,
commonly known as haplogroup J2. Y-DNA haplogroup J1 is estimated to be
approximately 20 thousand years old and is thought to have originated somewhere
between Anatolia and Mesopotamia.[61]  J-M267 has several recognized subclades, most
notably J-P58 and J-L823.

Haplogroup J-M267 is found at its highest frequencies in the southern Middle East, west of
the Zagros Mountains in Iran, to the Mediterranean Sea, and encompassing the entire
Arabian Peninsula. The J-M267 marker has been carried by Middle Eastern traders into
Europe, central Asia, India, and Pakistan.

As with other populations with Mediterranean ancestry, this lineage is found at
substantial frequencies within Jewish populations. The Cohen modal haplotype lineage, as
well as the presumed lineage of the Prophet Mohammed, are found in Haplogroup J-M267.
[62] [63] [64] [65]

To further delineate the haplogroup of the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage, we tested
the Y-DNA of the three pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants, and the likely
Katzenellenbogen descendant (Viktor Katsenelenbogen) for the J-L823 terminal SNP, to
investigate whether they belong to the J-L823 subclade.  We selected this particular SNP
for testing because several of our newly-identified Jewish and Iberian KGMs had
previously tested positive for it, and because it has been previously identified in other Y-



DNA studies of Sephardic Jews and conversos.[66] [67]  This SNP was also suggested for
testing by Bennett Greenspan.[68]

All three pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants tested positive for the J-L823 terminal
SNP, as did Viktor Katsenelenbogen.  All four of the newly-identified Jewish KGMs, who
had previously tested for this terminal SNP belonged to the J-L823 subclade, as did two of
the five newly-identified Iberian KGMs; the other three Iberian KGMs had not been tested
for it.

Although a specific “Sephardic SNP” has not yet been identified, the J-L823 SNP does
provide at least supporting evidence of possible Iberian/Sephardic ethnic ancestry.  Wim
Penninx has concluded that the J-L823 subclade split into separate Ashkenazi and
Sephardic branches:[69]

“Many Jewish Y-DNA branches have interesting characteristics. J-L823 is special with its
half palindrome, and shows a special history … In total, seven J-L823 branches are known
at the moment: three Iberian, three Ashkenazi, and one German.  One of the three
Ashkenazi lines almost certainly passed Iberia before arriving in the Ashkenazi countries.
 It is most likely that this ancestor left Spain long before the time of the Edict of Expulsion.
 The statistics on the other two branches is insufficient to make a claim on their historic
path.  When members of all six branches are measured with Next Generation Sequencing
(NGS) tests, and the data is well-compared, we will be able to determine the moments the
branches split.”

It is interesting that the J-L823 subclade has been determined to have both Ashkenazi and
Iberian branches, and we agree that future NGS tests will help to shed light on the historic
branching of the Ashkenazi and Sephardic lines.

Taken together, the three lines of DNA evidence discussed above, in combination with the
two lines of evidence obtained through the oral histories, and the historic information
regarding Sephardic migration patterns, leads us to conclude that the Katzenellenbogen
rabbinical lineage most likely had a Sephardic origin.

Recommendations for Future Study

As is the case for the majority of pioneering genetic genealogy studies, the
Katzenellenbogen Y-DNA study raises many new research questions, and opens many new
promising research avenues to exploration.

Based upon the matching Y-DNA results of three pedigreed paternal descendants of the
Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage, we have succeeded in identifying the haplotype and



haplogroup that characterizes the Y-DNA signature of the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical
lineage, back to their most recent common ancestor (MRCA).

This Y-DNA genetic signature is based on the testing of 67 STR markers, and one
additional downstream single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP).  Due to different allele
values at three specific STR marker locations among the three pedigreed descendants,
there is some uncertainty regarding which allele values represent ancestral values, and
which represent mutations.  Undoubtedly, as other descendants of the Katzenellenbogen
lineage are identified, and additional STR markers and SNPs are tested, these uncertainties
will be reduced, and the Katzenellenbogen Y-DNA genetic signature will be further
extended and refined.

In this study, we identified four Jewish Katzenellenbogen genetic matches (KGMs) and five
Iberian KGMs on the basis of their matching Y-DNA genetic profiles, rather than by
traditional genealogical research methods.  Analysis of the time-to-most recent common
ancestor (TMRCA) using the FTDNA time predictor model, led us to the hypothesis that
their MRCA most likely lived sometime after the founding of the lineage in 1482.  The use
of phylogenetic-based methods to estimate the TMRCA may lead to different hypotheses
regarding when the MRCA lived.[70]

We recommend that genealogical studies be conducted which research the paper trail of
both the Jewish and Iberian KGMs identified in this study, in an attempt to identify the
common ancestor which links them to the Katzenellenbogen lineage.  Identifying the
MRCA would help determine which of the current models yields more accurate TMRCA
predictions.

It would also be useful to conduct Y-DNA research studies which compare TMRCA model
predictions for pedigreed descendants of other rabbinical lineages where the TMRCAs are
known. Such studies would provide useful validation data for evaluating the accuracy and
reliability of current STR mutation rate-based models and emerging phylogenetic-based
methods which employ next-generation sequencing (NGS) techniques.

Another potential new avenue of research involves the surprising finding that the
Katzenellenbogen rabbinical dynasty most likely had a Sephardic origin.  This raises the
possibility that many other Jewish and rabbinical lineages, once thought to be of
Ashkenazi origin, are actually of Sephardic origin as well.

In this regard, we recommend that Y-DNA research studies which focus specifically on
Sephardic Jewish populations be conducted, together with studies of Iberian individuals of
known converso ancestry.  Such Y-DNA research studies are needed to broaden the
Sephardic Y-DNA database, and would yield much useful information regarding
Sephardic allele patterns, SNPs and haplogroups.



Autosomal DNA research studies which explore differences in chromosome segments and
ethnic admixtures between Ashkenazi, Sephardic, and converso populations represent yet
another promising avenue of research.  The essential first step in conducting these types of
population-based autosomal DNA research studies lies in identifying appropriate
reference populations.  This is true of population-based Y-DNA studies as well.

We tested for the J-L823 terminal SNP in this study, which yielded fresh insights into the
possible ethnic origins of the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage.  In theory, age
estimates of clusters based upon SNPs have the potential to be more accurate than those
based upon STRs, but the science is still evolving, and more fundamental genealogical
research is needed.  As NGS tests become more widely available and used, and the full
genome database grows, emerging phylogenetic methods may play a larger role in
identifying new descendants of rabbinical lines and in defining the Y-DNA genetic
signature.

The accurate identification of novel SNPs through testing of sufficiently large populations
of both Jewish and Iberian descent, could shed new light on deep ancestral links, and the
possible Sephardic origin of the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage, and other Jewish
lineages.  In particular, identifying the time of the Ashkenazi-Sephardic split remains a
challenge for further genealogical study.

Summary and Conclusions

The Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage dates back over 500 years.  Extensive genealogical
research of the Katzenellenbogen family laid the necessary groundwork for identification
of three living son-after-son descendants of the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage for
this Y-DNA study.

In our preliminary Y-DNA study of the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage, we identified
the haplotype and haplogroup of a single pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendant (Richard
Ellenbogen), and a possible descendant having the Katzenellenbogen surname, together
with an oral history of descent (Viktor Katsenelenbogen).[71]  Based upon their matching
Y-DNA results, we hypothesized that we had preliminarily identified the Y-DNA genetic
signature of the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage.  With the identification and testing
of two additional pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants, we have now confirmed the Y-
DNA genetic signature that we identified in our preliminary study.

The near-identical genetic match among the three pedigreed Katzenellenbogen
descendants, Richard Ellenbogen, David Kellen, and Brian Selwyn, together with their
well-documented paper trail, provides a high degree of confidence that their distinct allele
pattern at 67 STR marker locations, which defines their haplotype, in addition to the J-



L823 SNP, which defines their haplogroup, accurately represents the Y-DNA genetic
signature of the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage.

This Y-DNA genetic signature dates back to their most recent common ancestor, Rabbi
Moses Katzenellenbogen (1589 – 1643), the great-great-grandson of the founder of the
Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage, Rabbi Meir Katzenellenbogen (c. 1482 – 1565).

As previously discussed, thanks to the numerous published genealogies of the
Katzenellenbogen family in rabbinical sources, family trees, and yichus letters, the
authenticity and validity of the lineage has been well-established, and there is a broad
consensus among genealogists regarding Rabbi Meir Katzenellenbogen’s descendants’
identities, and their position in the lineage, particularly for the early generations.

Based upon a solid foundation of traditional genealogical evidence supporting the well-
documented paternal lineage between Rabbi Moses Katzenellenbogen (1589 – 1643) and
Rabbi Meir Katzenellenbogen (c. 1482 – 1565), there is reason to believe that the Y-DNA
genetic signature of the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage identified in this study can be
extended back four generations to represent that of the founder of the Katzenellenbogen
rabbinical lineage, Rabbi Meir Katzenellenbogen.

This hypothesis, however sound, remains to be proven by future genealogical research.
 Adoptions, non-paternal events, and lineage mistakes, however rare, do occur, even in
well-documented rabbinical lineages, and cannot be ruled out without direct Y-DNA
evidence.

The extreme closeness of the genetic match between the three pedigreed Katzenellenbogen
descendants was unexpected for a lineage that extends over 400 years and eleven
generations back to their common ancestor.  Another surprising finding was the high
degree of accuracy of the FTDNA time predictor model for estimating the time-to-most
recent common ancestor (TMRCA) for the pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants.

One of the most intriguing research questions raised by this study is in regard to when the
most common recent ancestor of the pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants and their
Iberian genetic matches lived.  There are at least three possibilities regarding the origin of
the Iberian Katzenellenbogen cluster, and when it may have arisen:[72]

The first possibility is that the Iberian cluster descends from a cousinly line of Meir

Katzenellenbogen. Their common ancestor could have predated Meir

Katzenellenbogen by just one or two generations (mid-1400s).[73]



The second possibility is that the Iberian cluster directly descends from Meir

Katzenellenbogen. In this case, one of Meir’s non-rabbinical descendants (of which

he had many), could have immigrated to any of several Spanish/Portuguese-

speaking countries in the New World (g., Argentina, Brazil, Cuba, Dominican

Republic, Mexico, Puerto Rico, Peru), converted to Catholicism, and acquired their

Hispanic surname there, sometime after the 15  century.[74]

The third possibility is that the Iberian cluster descends from a more distant Iberian

ancestor of Meir Katzenellenbogen.[75]

Based upon the closeness of their genetic matches, and the accuracy of the FTDNA time
predictor model for predicting the TMRCA for the pedigreed Katzenellenbogen
descendants, we believe it is reasonably likely that the TMRCA for the pedigreed
Katzenellenbogen descendants and their newly-identified Iberian genetic matches was
sometime after the birth of the founder of the rabbinical lineage in 1482.

Lending support to this possibility is the finding from multiple studies of Jewish lineages
that the time predictor model tends to overestimate the actual TMRCA in the vast
majority of cases.[76]  We must, therefore, allow for the possibility that the Iberian cluster
may have acquired their surnames from a common ancestor who converted to Catholicism
sometime after 1492.

We emphasize, however, that this possibility is no more than a hypothesis that remains to
be proven or disproven by future research studies.  Currently, neither STR mutation-rate
based models, such as the time predictor model, or phylogenetic-based methods, can
predict the TMRCA with the necessary precision to allow us to distinguish among these
various possibilities, with a high degree of scientific certainty.

One of the more fascinating findings to come out of this study is that the
Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage has a probable Sephardic origin.  Perhaps because the
founder of the lineage, Rabbi Meir Katzenellenbogen, was born in the town of
Katzenelnbogen, in present-day Germany, from where the family took its name, the
lineage which he founded has long been regarded as an iconic Ashkenazi lineage.[77][78] 
The results of our Y-DNA study challenge that view, and provide compelling genetic
evidence that the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage was most likely Sephardic in origin.
[79]

This finding, although remarkable, is not without historical precedent.  Sephardic Jewry,
having been expelled from Spain, found different homes throughout Europe, and Italy,
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due to the similarity of its climate, and religious tolerance, was a prime landing place. 
From the middle of the 1500s onward, the Italian-Jewish community was really a Spanish
community.[80] [81]

It is also well-known that a number of major rabbinical families have a long-standing
tradition that they descend from pre-Inquisition Spain and Portugal.[82]  Two prominent
Ashkenazi rabbinical families, Epstein and Horowitz, for instance, claim descent from two
brothers who lived in Spain during the 13th century.[83] [84] [85] [86]

The Katzenellenbogen lineage is over 500 years old, with many thousands of descendants
widely dispersed throughout the world.  Undoubtedly, many of its members were
patrilineal descendants of non-rabbinical branches of the family.[87]  The fact that the
four newly-identified Jewish Katzenellenbogen descendants have unique surnames, but
likely descend from the same patrilineal lineage, illustrates the difficulty that confronts
many Ashkenazi Jews – their common ancestor often predates the era in which Jewish
surnames came into use.

As surname use became mandatory for Jews in most of Europe during the late 1700s –
early 1800s, the descendants of those common ancestors adopted a variety of surnames
based upon the places they were from, their occupations, nicknames, spouses’ surnames,
parents’ given names, the decisions of the kahal (Jewish community council) or the whims
of the local authorities.[88]  This makes tracing Jewish lineage even more difficult using
traditional genealogical methods, and emphasizes the importance of Y-DNA and other
genetic tests as an essential component of Jewish genealogy.

One of the more gratifying aspects of this study involved identifying the Y-DNA genetic
signature of the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage, and then using that genetic
signature to either confirm paternal descent from the lineage, or to bring to light possible
mistakes in the paper trail.

Although the identity of his common ancestor remains uncertain, for Viktor
Katsenelenbogen, the validation of his paternal descent from the Katzenellenbogen
lineage through his Y-DNA genetic match to the three pedigreed Katzenellenbogen
descendants is a very significant finding, because other than the Katsenelenbogen
surname, and a tenuous family legend of rabbinical descent, he had no archival
documentation or family tree proving descent from the Katzenellenbogen lineage.[89]

For Bennett Greenspan, the founder and president of Family Tree DNA (FTDNA), the
discovery of his paternal descent from the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage is an
especially gratifying finding.  Bennett’s founding of FTDNA was an outgrowth of his
profound desire to identify and trace his paternal lineage.  The fact that he shares a
common ancestor with the illustrious Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage, and that there



is a possibility that he may be a descendant of this renowned lineage, came as an
astonishing revelation to him, as he had no idea that his paternal lineage had any rabbis of
note.[90] [91]

For the five newly-identified Iberian genetic matches, their Y-DNA genetic match to the
three pedigreed Katzenellenbogen descendants is also a very significant finding, as it
indicates that their paternal ancestors were most likely Jewish conversos, and that they
share a common paternal ancestor with an historic and renowned rabbinical lineage.

The finding that the Mintz descendant did not match the Y-DNA genetic signature of the
Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage supports what some genealogists had already
suspected – that there is a maternal descendant interposed in the Mintz line of descent
from Meir Katzenellenbogen.  That maternal descendant is likely to be Rabbi Nachum of
Slutsk, about whom there is some uncertainty as to whether he was a son or a son-in-law of
Meir Wahl Katzenellenbogen.[92]  Although this finding awaits confirmation through
additional Y-DNA testing, it does illustrate that lineage mistakes can occur, even in
lineages that are as deeply-rooted and well-documented as the Katzenellenbogen
rabbinical lineage.

As growing numbers of Ashkenazi and Sephardic Jews turn to genetic testing as a way of
discovering their roots, it is becoming increasingly clear that characterizing the unique Y-
DNA genetic signature of the historically significant rabbinical lineages with well-
documented pedigrees, will play a critical role in the ultimate success of these endeavors. 
As Y-DNA genetic signatures are identified for a growing number of rabbinical lineages,
and the number of families represented in the DNA databases increases, the likelihood of
finding a match to a well-documented pedigree increases.[93]

Y-DNA research studies such as WIRTH,[94] Polonsky,[95] Bacharach,[96] and Wertheim-
Giterman (Savran-Bendery Chassidic dynasty)[97] [98] have demonstrated the intrinsic
value of characterizing rabbinic Y-DNA in an effort to bridge the major gaps in the paper
trail for both Ashkenazi and Sephardic Jews.

With the successful identification and characterization of the Y-DNA genetic signature of
the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage, we hope to enable many current and future
generations of previously unknown Jewish and Iberian descendants to connect themselves
and their families to this illustrious rabbinical lineage, and to discover their remarkable
lost heritage.

Appendix: The Illustrious Ancestry of the Katzenellenbogen Rabbinical
Lineage



The Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage, which descends from Rabbi Meir ben (son of)
Rabbi Isaac Katzenellenbogen, better known as the Maharam of Padua (c. 1482–1565), is a
venerable and historically significant family with many thousands of descendants widely
dispersed throughout Europe, Israel, and the United States.[99]  The family derived its
name from the locality of Katzenelnbogen in the Prussian province of Hesse-Nassau, now
Germany.[100] [101]

Rabbi Meir Katzenellenbogen’s son, Rabbi Samuel Judah (1521–1597), inherited his
father’s position as the head of the Padua yeshiva.[102]  Rabbi Samuel Judah’s son was Saul
Wahl (c. 1541–1617), the Polish Court Jew and legendary “King of Poland for a day.”[103] 
Saul had five sons and six daughters, who married into the leading families of East
European Jewry.[104]

Members of the family intermarried with other prominent Jewish families (e.g.,
Ashkenazi, Helperin, Horowitz, Luria, Mintz, Rappaport, Shapiro, and Teomim, among
others), and produced many notable rabbis.  Such was the fame of the Katzenellenbogen
family that men who married Katzenellenbogen women typically adopted their wives’
family surname.[105]

The list of notable descendants of the Katzenellenbogen lineage includes Rabbi Menachem
Nachum Twersky of Chernobyl, Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel, Lord Immanuel
Jakobovitz (Chief Rabbi of the British Empire), Martin Buber, Karl Marx, Moses and Felix
Mendelssohn, Baron Guy de Rothschild, and Helena Rubenstein, among many others.

The founder of the lineage, Rabbi Meir Katzenellenbogen, was a great-grandson of Rabbi
Aharon Luria, and thus a descendant of the venerable Luria lineage.  According to Neil
Rosenstein, “among families which claim descent from biblical King David, probably the
one with the most authenticity is that of the Lurie family.”[106]  The Lurie family was
foremost in the earliest adoption of surnames, a claim which was recorded in the 1999 U.S.
edition of the Guinness Book of Records, under “Longest lineage.”[107]

By virtue of Rabbi Aharon Luria’s marriage to Miriam Spira, the daughter of Rabbi
Solomon Spira, Rabbi Meir Katzenellenbogen also descends from the ancient and
esteemed Shapiro rabbinical lineage, which traces its roots through the Treves rabbinical
lineage, which claims descent from the famed biblical commentator Rabbi Solomon ben
Yitzhak Tzarfati, better known as Rashi (1040 – 1105).

Rabbi Meir Katzenellenbogen married Hannah Mintz (1485 – 1564), the daughter of
Rabbi Abraham Mintz (d. 1530), son of Rabbi Judah Mintz, head of the yeshiva of Padua,
Italy.  Judah ben Eliezer ha-Levi Mintz (c. 1405 – 1508), also known as Mahari Mintz, was
the most prominent Italian rabbi of his time.[108]  He officiated as rabbi of Padua for



forty-seven years, during which time he had a great number of pupils, among whom was
Meir Katzenellenbogen.

Tombstones of Rabbi Samuel Judah Katzenellenbogen in the old Jewish
cemetery in Padua, Italy (the tall tombstone against the back wall), and his
father, Rabbi Meir Katzenellenbogen (partially obscured, to the immediate
right of Samuel Judah’s tombstone)[109]

Katzenellenbogen family crest showing detail of a crouching cat on top of
Rabbi Samuel Judah Katzenellenbogen’s tombstone.[110]

https://i1.wp.com/www.avotaynuonline.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Katzenellenbogen-Family-Crest.jpg?ssl=1


Rabbi Meir

Katzenellenbogen

Responsa, 1553 [See fn. 115]

In the Siege of Padua soon after Rabbi Judah Mintz’s death, almost all of his writings were
destroyed. His grandson, Rabbi Joseph Mintz, discovered sixteen of his responsa,[111] and
these were published in 1553, by Rabbi Meir Katzenellenbogen, who printed his own
responsa in the same volume. In this document, Rabbi Meir Katzenellenbogen’s name
appears as “Meir ben (son of) Yitzhak Katzenellenbogen mi (of) Padua,” along with his
father-in-law Rabbi Abraham Mintz, and his grandfather-in-law, Rabbi Judah Mintz.[112]

Many Katzenellenbogen rabbis and descendants wrote yichus (pedigree) letters and books
regarding their illustrious lineage.  Many of these rabbinical sources are compiled in Dr.
Neil Rosenstein’s books on Saul Wahl Katzenellenbogen[113] and the Lurie lineage.[114]
 Several of the more well-known of these sources are presented here.

In 1758, Rabbi Pinchas Katzenellenbogen (1691 –

1765), son of Rabbi Moses Katzenellenbogen (1670 –

1733), son of Rabbi Saul Katzenellenbogen (1617 –

1691), wrote a manuscript entitled: The Book of

Inheritance about his genealogy back to Saul Wahl.  The

manuscript included the story about Saul Wahl serving

as the King of Poland for one night.[116]

In 1797, Rabbi Naftali Hirsch Katzenellenbogen (1745 –
1828), son of Rabbi Eliezer (Lazarus) Katzenellenbogen
(b. 1700), and 4 -great-grandson of Saul Wahl, wrote a
book, Sha’ar Naftali, about his genealogy, in which he
traces his descent from Rabbi Meir Katzenellenbogen
through nine generations.[117] [118]

In 1854, Rabbi Tzvi Hirsch Edelman (1805 – 1858)
wrote a book about the genealogy of the Katzenellenbogen family entitled: The Greatness of
Saul Wahl.  In his book, he presents Rabbi Meir Katzenellenbogen’s descent from Rashi
through the Luria, Shapiro, and Treves lineages, and Rashi’s descent from King David.
[119]

In 1936, Rabbi Meir Ellenbogen (born Katzenellenbogen) (1865 – 1947) wrote a book
entitled: The Silver Thread, about the Katzenellenbogen genealogy, which presented the
entire lineage from Rashi to Rabbi Meir Katzenellenbogen, and his descendants, ending
with himself.[120]

Thanks to the numerous published genealogies of the Katzenellenbogen family in
rabbinical sources, family trees, and yichus letters, genealogists have reached a consensus
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regarding the authenticity and validity of the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical lineage.[121]

Two of the Katzenellenbogen Y-DNA research study
authors descend from the Katzenellenbogen rabbinical
lineage.

Lead author, Dr. Jeffrey Mark Paull, descends from the
Katzenellenbogen lineage through the marriage of his 4th-
great-grandfather, Rabbi Eliyahu Pinchas Polonsky, to
Sima Wertheim, the daughter of Rabbi Aryeh Leib
Wertheim.  Sima’s mother, Leah Wertheim, was the
granddaughter of Rabbi Menachem Nachum Twersky of
Chernobyl.  Rabbi Twersky was a direct descendant of
Rabbi Meir Katzenellenbogen, through his great-
grandmother, Dinah Wahl Katzenellenbogen.

Dr. Neil Rosenstein descends from the Katzenellenbogen
lineage through his grandmother, Sonya (Sarah)
Katzenellenbogen, who married Boris (Baruch) Rosenstein. 
Sonya was a direct descendant of Rabbi Meir
Katzenellenbogen’s granddaughter, the wife of Rabbi Joel
Ashkenazi, who acquired his wife’s Katzenellenbogen
surname.
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